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HYPER GRINDER

Volume Size Weight

0,45 m3 120x60x62 cm 69 Kg

H Y P E R
SQUARE

HYPER SQUARE
Powerful single-brush floor care machine with 20“/510mm swinging and rectangular plate, is perfect 
for working on any surface, both with and without water. Thanks to the complete range of tools, Hyper 
Square is a machine suitable for many applications: ››› It can be used to restore and thoroughly clean 
resin, PVC, linoleum and rubber floors, without the need to use chemicals, thus protecting the environment 
and the health of users. › Grinds and sands various surfaces such as wood, marble, concrete, reconstructed 
stone and stone. ››› Polishes like a traditional single-brush floor care machine but with the advantage of 
being able to reach into corners. ››› Thanks to the rectangular plate, it is ideal for working under radiators 
or to reach tight spaces. ››› Thanks to the very low level of noise, it is also recommended for sensitive 
environments such as hospitals, hotels, etc... ››› Ensures water-free and completely dust-free operation, 
thanks to the powerful dedicated extraction kit (optional).

TECHNICAL DATA

Model Motor
Watt max Volt Hertz Number of

oscillations
Working 
width

Tank 
capacity

Size
LxAxP cm Weight Kg

HYPER SQUARE TP 1900 110/220 50/60 2890 osc/m 360mm x 510mm 20 lt 51x117x84 42

HYPER SQUARE TP VS 1900 110/220 50/60 2100-3000 
osc/m 360mm x 510mm 20 lt 51x117x84 42

* The price does not include any accessories.

Powerful on-board 
dust extractor for dry 
system.

Swinging
Head

Extra
weights

Water tank
20lt

Big Wheels
non-marking
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› Ideal for accurate grinding and polishing, flush with the wall 
› and in the corners.
› Grinds, polishes, washes, restores and sands.
› Environmentally friendly: reduces the consumption of water 
› and chemicals.

Powerful and Versatile Orbital single disc machine.

Unlike the circular pad, the rectangular pad 
reaches corners easily and works evenly flush 
with the wall.

    



HYPER GRINDER

FLOOR PADS

MICROFIBRE CLOTHS

VACUUM TANK

EXTRA WEIGHTS

H Y P E R
SQUARE
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SANDPAPER

MESH SCREEN

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

STRIPPWAX
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HG HYPER GRINDER S.R.L
Via Chieti, 6 | 65121 Pescara (PE) | ITALY
P.Iva 02223280682 | hypergrinder@pec.it | Tel +39 085 9218160 
www.hypergrinder.com | info@hypergrinder.com

Your Official Dealer:
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